Disregard dirt
washing pastes for hands
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Isofa washes hands, where usual soaps are not enough. For the resistant dirt
the line of industrial soaps SOAP and FOAM is ideal, then the effectivity of
washing gradually increases with the products PRO, over HARD to strongest
MAX. For easy orientation a tachometer is put to the label, which will show
you a power of effect. Try on your own skin which line will suite you the
best. Remember that with decreasing washing power the dermal tolerance
is increasing.
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foam
fat | rust
soot | oil

abrasive free
the most friendly to skin
stronger than usual soaps
high number of doses in each packaging

500 g

foaming soap

workshop foaming soap
The abrasive free industrial soaps are the most dermally tolerated products from the range of ISOFA. FOAM
is intended for usually resistant dirt there, where usual cosmetic soaps fails. FOAM and SOAP has the same
washing ability, the difference is only in the number of doses in each packaging. FOAM is dosed to your hands
as a hill of washing foam.
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650 G

foaming soap

3,5 KG

foaming soap

fat | rust
soot | oil

abrasive free
the most friendly to skin
stronger than usual soaps

550 g

liquid soap

650 G

liquid soap

1,7 KG

liquid soap

3,5 KG

liquid soap

workshop liquid soap
The abrasive free industrial soaps are the most dermally tolerated products from the range of ISOFA. FOAM
is intended for usually resistant dirt there, where usual cosmetic soaps fails. FOAM and SOAP has the
same washing ability, the difference is only in the number of doses in each packaging. SOAP excells with
intensive perfume.
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fat | rust | soot | oil
lubricants | graphite
brake sediments

dye free
contents natural abrasives
wide range of use

450 G

paste

550 G

liquid paste

2 KG

liquid paste

4,2 KG

liquid paste

PROFESSIONAL
Professional proved by years with natural abrasives. Iti sable to quickly and softly remove a wide range
of dirts. If you work in building industry, PRO is the best choice. However it does not end with building
indutry, it is usefull also in other branches such as automotive, repair and other.
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5 KG

paste

fat | rust | soot | oil
lubricants | graphite
brake sediments | asphalt
naphtha | rubber

dye free
with natural abrasives
removes resistant dirt

500 G

gel

550 G

liquid paste

1,7 KG

liquid paste

3,5 KG

liquid paste

Hard work
Do you work hardly and have dirty hands from strongly resistant dirts? Choose HARD. Perfectly removes
dirt which brings a hard work in garages, technical services or heavy industry. It will solves with other
dirts from other branches too. It overcomes majority of pastes on the market.
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fat | rust | soot | oil
lubricants | graphite
brake sediments
asphalt | naphtha
rubber | tar | mastic
ink | paints | lacquers
the most effective for resistant dirt
contents natural abrasives
dye free

450 G

gel

550 G

liquid paste

Work on maximum
Don‘t you care about how much will get dirty at your work? If you go on maximum, you must choose
MAX. The most effective fighter against any kind of dirt you know. Including the most resistant dirts from
printing industry, paint shops, services of heavy machinery etc.
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1,7 KG

liquid paste

3,5 KG

liquid paste

gear

crucible with screw lid

quick lid with articulate pattern
does not slade in hands
more comfortable opening

only
1/4 of the turn
of the lid
crucible GEAR with screw lid

COMFORTABLE OPENING
Traditional packaging of pastes in crucibles - also the classic can be moved forward. Try the screw crucible, you will not want to return to the old-fashioned
tipping lid. It‘s enough to turn the lid just only about of one quarter of the turn and the crucible is opened. Thanks to particulate pattern it does not slide in
hands. No more uncomfortable tipping and arduous closing. Compact crucible easily fits to any washbasin.
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„X“

solution for a small workshop
Doses:
liquid pastes
liquid soaps
220 x
1 dose = 2,7 ml

hygienical dosing
pump at each bottle
easy and quick fixing to the holder

SIMPLICITY

bottle X with pump
wall holder X

A pump is a part of each bottle X, thanks to which you will dose Isofa easily and hygienically.
X-Bottle can be easily fixed to wall with a simple holder. You can change this holder very easily
for the former CLICK&GO! holder.
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1000 x

SOLO
ion from

1 dose = 0,5 ml

aplicat
500 ml foaming bottle

TEAM

solution for medium workshop
Doses:
liquid soaps
325 x

foam

1 dose = 2 ml

1 dose = 0,5 ml
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reliable plastic dispensers
refilling with soft pouch
saves environment

Doses:
foaming soaps
1300 x
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Reliable coleague

soft pouch TEAM
liquid soap dispenser TEAM
foaming soap dispenser TEAM

Abrasive free industrial soaps can be dosed by dispensers TEAM. You can refill them only with soft pouches with volume 650 g. Industrial soap provides up
to 325 doses of thick and highly pefumed soap, FOAM provides up to 1300 doses of thick foam. Application TEAM is favourite for its reliability and simplicity.
The soap in hermetically closed pouches is not possible to contamine, it is a very high hygienical standard.
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GROUP

solution for larger company
Doses:
liquid pastes
liquid soaps
1214 x
1 dose = from 1,4 ml

saves environment
hygienical dispensing
removable pouches into a plastic dispenser

MODERN WORKSHOP

pouch GROUP
dispenser GROUP

Application GROUP provides you well designed and resistant dispenser. Using of bags enables you to save the nature, because after the consumption you
remove just the bag without the dosing system. Soap and washing pastes are filled into hermetically closed pouches, which it is not possible to contamine
by any way. It is a very high hygienical standard and a solution for premises with high number of employees.
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Doses:
liquid pastes
liquid soaps

1 dose = 0,7 ml
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solution for corporate factory

5000 x

thi

comp

Doses:
foaming soaps

up to 1750 x
1 dose = 2 – 8 ml

foam
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hygienical dosing
stainless steel wall holder with lock
suitable for factories with huge number of employees

Big worker

bottle COMP
holder COMP
pump COMP
pump COMP foaming

If you use washing pastes regularly or you have a lot of coleagues, the best choice for you is a bottle COMP. Big quantity of doses and its large volume will persuade
you soon. Buy a pump which is everlasting, and you can use it with more bottles. Wall holder COMP looks „raw“ thanks to its stainless steel design and it is suitable
to each workshop. You can choose holder with or without a lock. Attention! The pump for foaming soap FOAM is different from the other products.
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CHOOSE

GELS

form which suits you
PASTES
LIQUID
PASTES

WORKSHOP SOAPS
foaming

liquid
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PASTE – GEL – LIQUID PASTE – SOAP
You can find four states of the most effective washing products for hands. Choose a form according to a type of your skin, which will suits you the most.
Isofa contains natural as well as soft cosmetic abrasives. However if you have sensitive skin, you can use abrasive-free industrial soaps, which are currently
blockbusters in working cosmetics.
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prevention and regeneration

100 ML

liquid gloves

500 ML

liquid gloves

550 ML

lotion

650 ML

lotion

1,7 L

lotion

CARE ABOUT SKIN
Using of hand creams is the necessary part of skin care, it is not enough only to washt the hands. To enable faster removing of dirts, use regularly liquid
gloves before the work and use protective hand cream Isolda with content of bees wax after work. It hydrates the skin and is quickly absorbed by the skin.
Dose it with pump „X“ or with dispensers TEAM and GROUP.
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n at u r e
f r ie n d ly

0 % of microplastics
washing pastes nor workshop soaps
does not content microplastics

www.isofa.cz

CORMEN s.r.o., Průmyslová 1420, 593 01 Bystřice nad Pernštejnem, Czech Republic
tel.: +420 565 400 300, www.cormen.cz

